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With more than twenty million copies sold in forty languages in ninety countries worldwide, DK

Eyewitness been the most trusted young adult nonfiction book series for more than thirty years.

Visually engaging, informative, and lively, the one-hundred-plus titles in the Eyewitness series focus

on subjects that complement students' personal interests and areas of study to make learning

simple and fun.  The most trusted nonfiction series for teachers, librarians, and parents Wall charts

and clip art CDs are perfect for school projects and homework help Unique integration of words and

pictures make the series an ideal match for reluctant readers and ESL students
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Adding to our child's mini science library. We gave our child the first book at age-5 (now 8).

Remember buy the most current revision that has the CD library attached at the right upper hand

corner of the book.

I have purchased several of the eyewitness series of books, Reptiles, Sharks, and Fossiles. My

grandson loves to study these and they are very informative and interesting!! Photos in the book are

excellent !!!

While this is not the larger-type DK-Smithsonian volume, it is still an excellent addition to my library.



And, since it is smaller, more shelving options present themselves for my home library.

I bought this for my nephew who is obsessed with reptiles. Once he saw it, his eyes almost popped

out of his head. The photos are vivid and he loves it!

Wonderful book. Bought it for my 7 year old Grandson.He loved it. He was always checking it out at

the school library so I bought his own.

Love all of these books loads of info and pics and very descriptive I would recommend this book to

any one with a reptile or getting one.

good book- covers a lot- kids like it- no objections- good price for real education. It seems it will last

a long time.
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